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Dear Unionites,

Macros continue to be enigmatic, with economic recovery being 
gradual and sectoral spread uneven. Challenges notwithstanding, 
Union Bank has been able to carve a niche, with strategic pursuit of 
low cost liabilities and loan growth in focus areas, viz. RAM sectors, 
concerted efforts on NPA resolution & recovery, and digital initiatives. 
It reflects in our Bank’s growing brand strength, which, valued at 
`2,072 crore, ranked 36th among Top 50 brands in India, well ahead 
of our banking peers, as per ‘The Economic Times’. Congratulation!

Our Bank has been a firm believer in the concept of ‘giving back to 
society’ while pursuing core business objectives of growth and 
profitability. Accordingly, much before the buzz of ‘corporate social 
responsibility’ (CSR) started, the Bank took initiatives empowering the 
underprivileged for a dignified life, and living. We institutionalised 
the initiatives, while expanding their scope, by creating 
‘Union Bank Social Foundation Trust’ (UBSFT) in the year 2006.

Through the UBSFT, our Bank is helping people to improve their health 
and wellbeing, reduce the carbon footprint, and enhance livelihoods. 
Accordingly, the Bank has helped arranging cancer awareness camps, 
construction of school/community toilets, solar lights in villages, 
ambulances to hospitals, hostel for tribal girl students, support 
‘divyaang’ students, and help during natural calamities like floods in 
Uttarakhand and Chennai. Our efforts are well acknowledged and 
appreciated with the Bank winning ‘Bank with Best CSR Practices’ award 
from ABP News as well as award for ‘Advancing Financial Inclusion 
by Channelizing CSR Budgets into Financial Aids’ from CNBC Awaz.

It gives me immense pleasure that ‘Union Dhara’ is dedicating its 
September, 2016 issue to the ‘corporate social responsibility’— 
detailing the concept, activities, and the impact on various 
segments of society. I believe, this issue in hand will be 
highly useful in connecting various stake-holders, and, in 
turn, deepen understanding about our Bank’s CSR activities.

I extend my best wishes and heartiest congratulations to all for their 
laudable endeavour in this direction.

With best compliments, 
Yours,

Arun Tiwari
Chairman & Managing Director

`
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Shri Raj Kamal Verma has assumed 
charge  as   Executive   Director    of     
our  Bank  on 9th August, 2016. 

Born   on   7th February, 1959, 
Shri Verma is BA (Hons), with 
professional qualification of CAIIB. 
Shri Verma started his banking 
career at Bank of India as an Officer 
in December 1981. 

Shri Verma has got varied field experience and abundant 
exposure in General Banking, Credit and International 
Operations.  

His last posting was as General Manager, Inspection & Audit.

Shri Atul Kumar Goel assumed  
charge as Executive Director of our 
Bank on 15.09.2016. Prior to his 
elevation as Executive Director, he 
was General Manager and Chief 
Financial Officer (CFO) at India’s 
oldest Bank, Allahabad Bank and 
his portfolio included Finance & 
Accounts, International Banking, 
Treasury & Joint Venture. He was 
also a Director on the Board of All 

Bank Finance Limited, a subsidiary of Allahabad Bank. 
Born in December 1964, Shri Goel is a B.Com. (Hons) and is 
a member of ICAI, a Certified Associate of Indian Institute of 
Bankers (CAIIB). His career in Banking began when he joined 
Allahabad bank as Chartered Accountant on 27.03.1992. 

ed
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This issue of Union Dhara has a special feature on 'Corporate 
Social Responsibility'. Though the concept seems to be 
newer to the business world, its essence finds roots deeply 
penetrated into our ancient Indian culture which is very well 
evident from the verses, write-ups, proverbs like:

Chidi chonch bhar le gayee, nadi na ghatyo neer, 
Daan diye dhan na ghate, kah gaye bhagat Kabir

Paropakar paramo dharmah

Sai itna dijiye, jaa me kutumb samaaye 
mai bhee bhukha na rahu, sadhu na bhukha jaye.

Parhit saris dharam nahi bhai, 
Parpira sam nahi adhmai.

 Existence of human being is as a social animal. If society 
exists, our existance also is ensured. Due to this very essence 
of co-existance, human being has become the king and 
controller of the planet, otherwise we also are a part of 
the world where "survival of the fittest" is the key. Man 
behaves in different way than the other creatures and that 
is- LIVE & LET LIVE.

In ancient times, social responsibility was a part of upper class 
people in India, who infact were the controller of the society. 
History also underlines respectfully those rulers' welfare 
works who did a lot for their people and state in the form of 
inns, wells, roads, etc. Today, the differnence is only that this 
responsibility has been entrusted to the institutions; laws 
and rules have been framed. It has been accepted globally 
as Social Responsibility.

I, as an editor, owe the credit for the issue to my writers, poets, 
photographers and skilled cartoonist as well as Union Bank 
Social Foundation Trust and its incharge Shri P. K. Singh.

With Best Wishes,

Savita Sharma

Editor

Thi i f U i Dh h i l f t 'C

Editorial  Editorial

and its incharge Shri P. K. Singh.
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Dear Unionites

It gives me immense pleasure to learn that UNION DHARA is 

publishing it’s Septmber 2016 edition dedicated to CSR activities 

of the Bank, comprising various activities undertaken by Bank/

UBSFT and its impact on various segments of society.

An organization’s growth objectives must take into account 
the impact it will have on both society and environment. CSR 
should not be restricted to philanthropy. Piece meal and ad-
hoc philanthropic measures can only act as palliatives to certain 
social concerns. CSR should ideally be perceived as a strategic 
social investment aimed at up lifting the society at large, 
empowering individuals, making them self-reliant and fuelling 
the spirit of entrepreneurship, which sets in motion a virtuous 

cycle.

Union Bank Social Foundation Trust, which was created by 

Bank for discharging it’s social responsibility has ensured 

to channelize the available resources to various sectors like 

Education, Healthcare, Skill Development, Environment etc and 

the beneficiaries are from weaker sections of society. I am sure 

that this publication will be highly useful for creating awareness 

among our staff members about the successful initiatives taken 

by UBSF in different spheres.

I extend my best wishes and Heartiest Congratulations to all 

who have put in their valuable efforts and shared their details 

in this publication.

P. K. Singh
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The term “CSR” is used continually, many complementary and 
overlapping concepts, such as corporate citizenship, business 
ethics, stakeholder management and sustainability, have 
emerged. These extensive ranges of synonymously used terms 
indicate that multiple definitions have been devised for CSR, 
mostly from different perspectives and by those in facilitating 
roles such as the corporate sector, government agencies, 
academics and the public sector. As defined by the European 
Union (EU) in the business and social context the CSR is the 
concept that an enterprise is accountable for its impact on 
all relevant stakeholders. It is the continuing commitment 
by business to behave fairly and responsibly and contribute 
to economic development while improving the quality of 
life of the workforce and their families as well as of the local 
community and society at large. CSR not only includes the 
activities that a company undertakes in order to utilize their 
profit to enable social and environmental development, but 
also includes the methods that a company employs in order to 
earn these profits including socially responsible investments 
and transparency to various stakeholders among others.

Evolution in India: India has a long tradition of paternalistic 
philanthropy. The process, though acclaimed recently, has been 
followed since ancient times albeit informally. Philosopher 
such as Kautilya from India and pre-Christian era philosophers 
in the West preached and promoted ethical principles while 
doing business. The industrial families of the 19th century had 
a strong inclination towards charity and social considerations. 
During this period the industrial families also established 
temples, schools, higher education institutions and other 
infrastructure for public use. The last decade of the twentieth 
century witnessed a shift in focus from charity and traditional 
philanthropy toward more direct engagement of business in 
mainstream development and concern for disadvantaged 
groups in the society.

For whom it is applicable: The companies on whom the 
provision of CSR shall be applicable are contained in Sub 
Section 1 of Section 135 of the Companies Act, 2013. The 
pictorial representation below gives the representation of 
Section 135 (1):

The above provision requires every company having such 
prescribed Net worth or Turnover or Net Profit shall be covered 
within the ambit of CSR provisions. The section has used the 
word “companies” which connotes a wider meaning and shall 
include the foreign companies having branch or project offices 
in India.

Relevance of CSR within an organisation: Undertaking CSR 
initiatives and being socially responsible can have a host of 
benefits for companies such as the following:

 Strengthening relationships with stakeholders.

 Enabling continuous improvement and encouraging 
innovation.

 Attracting the best industry talent as a social responsible 
company.

 Additional motivation to employees.

 Risk mitigation because of an effective corporate 
governance framework.

 Enhanced ability to manage stakeholder expectations.

Conclusion: Companies have in their own ways been 
contributing to the foundation of CSR in India. They have 
with their desired methods of intervention, been addressing 
national concerns such as livelihood promotion, community 
development, and environment, making health services more 
accessible, creating inclusive markets and so on. However, 
the efforts are not coordinated and a strategic national policy 
framework with the involvement of all stakeholders may ensure 
that the efforts made by companies, individuals, organizations 
and the government are synchronized to create a snowball 
effect. Therefore it benefits more people, utilizes resources 
more effectively, minimizes duplication and creates more 
value and achieves development goals. Currently the stance of 
CSR in India is headed in a positive direction as there already 
exist a multitude of enabling organizations and regulatory 
bodies such as DPE, MCA and IICA that have already set the 
wheels in motion and are playing important role in making 
CSR a widespread practice and ensuring success in reducing 
inequalities without risking business growth. 

MANISH KUMAR
R. O., Chandigarh

What How
& Why 
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Businesses have unique 
opportunities to give back to 
communities in a way that amplifies 
the intentions of their employees and 
company mission. 10 corporate houses 
who have gone beyond their head 
quarters to do the best of the CSR in the 
world are:

‘One for one’ motto is a well 
known phrase. They’ve recently 
upped the ante by donating a 
portion of their sunglass sales to 
vision care for children in need. 
But it’s not just consumers that are 
involved in Toms’ social good, it’s 
employees as well. Toms’ employees 
participate in an annual Shoe Drop 
where they travel and donate a 
variety of goods to children. Their 
career-page specifically calls for 
employees that want to change 
lives and be a part of a movement.

One Friday each month 
Linkedin’s employees participate 
‘InDay.’ InDay’s purpose is to give 
back to the community through 
employee volunteerism and 
resources. Each InDay has a different 
theme allowing diverse departments 
to come together for a common 
cause. InDay activities range from 
guest speakers discussing global 
justice, to initiating global learning 
programs, and volunteering in local 
communities.

It takes part to serve the 
communities of California. On 
Earth Day employees help clean 
and restore 18 state parks. They 
are exemplary members of Habitat 
for Humanity and volunteer 
by providing solar panels on 
new Habitat homes. Employee 
volunteerism hits inside the home 
as well by participating in various 
food programs providing those 
struggling to make ends meet with 
care packages and thousands of 
pounds of groceries. The employees 
clearly care about their Coast.

It is a company creating 
a social impact with a shoebox. 

Zappos is known for a company 
culture that focuses on the well 
being of their employees and 
they are on a mission to make the 
world a better place, for everyone. 
They also donate huge amounts of 
Zappos goods to tons of charitable 
organizations. Their employees 
are paid for time off if they are 
volunteering, because Zappos 
knows 9 to 5 isn’t the only work that 
matters.

Their employees 
volunteer over 1 million hours 
per year. Donations from the GE 
Foundation have supported senior 
centers, children with autism, 
literacy programs and neglected 
urban spaces among many other 
programs. On Global Community 
Days, GE coordinates company-wide 
to address urgent projects around 
the world. GE knows that a helping 
hand started in your backyard 
extends across the world.

Their initiatives cover every 
aspect of daily life. Global projects 
provide education, healthcare, 
economic empowerment, and 
disaster relief to areas in need. Cisco 
employee’s log more than 160,000 
volunteer hours around the world 
in a year. Teams of Cisco employees 
'Civic Councils' get involved in their 
local communities by organizing 
events and donation projects. Cisco 
asks their employees to be a part 
of the equation 'You + Networks = 
Impact Multiplied.’

Their employees have 
both the opportunity to lead and 
attend conferences that provide 
training on volunteerism and non-
profit organization. Deloitte has 
a keen awareness that training 
employees on skills based volunteer 
programs and running functional 
non-profit programs have the ability 
to have long term effects rather 
than simply taking an employee 
volunteer trip.

Verizon is proud to 
support the generosity of their 
employees. The Verizon Matching 

Gifts program matches employee 
financial donations 1:1 to qualified 
organizations. The spirit of giving 
doesn’t stop there. They also 
encourage employees to volunteer. 
If employees log more than 50 
hours with an organization, they 
can apply for a $750 grant awarded 
to the organization from Verizon.

It supports over 4,615 charities 
around the world. Dell Youth 
Connect provides technology 
and educational facilities in 11 
countries. The Dell Social Innovation 
Challenge provides funding and 
mentorship to college students 
to further projects that help solve 
social problems. Dell’s Disaster Relief 
Program provides holistic assistance 
to communities affected by natural 
disaster around the world. Dell’s 
employees are a social good force to 
be reckoned with.

It believes in Corporate 
Citizenship. Their social good 
projects extend across societal 
issues. Employees volunteer in 
environmental efforts, community 
economic development, education, 
health, literacy, language and 
culture. Their year long volunteer 
initiative, ‘Celebration of Service,’ 
logged over 3,00,000 hours of 
service. IBM has also established 
‘On Demand Community,’ enabling 
employees and retirees to find 
volunteer opportunities through 
trainings and placement.

Corporate social responsibility is 
one of the ways that you can show a job 
candidate what it is like to work at your 
company. Candidates want to know they 
work for a company whose values are 
aligned with their own values. These 10 
companies are proof that corporate social 
responsibility isn’t just a buzz word 
but an activity that every responsible 
corporate house should undergo.

Businesses
opportunities to

Debashis Chatterjee 
R.O., Kottayam
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Desmond Tutu said, "Do your little bit of good 
where you are, it is those little bits of good put 
together that overwhelm the world."

I have been very fortunate to do my bit for an 
organization which has always been a home 
for us in these last 2 years. Union Bank is an 
organization that truly believes in - "Achche 
Log, Achcha Bank!"

My association with Uni-One began at its 
inception stage itself. This unique concept is 
the brainchild of Mrs. Namrata Tiwari, a lady 
with great vision and an empathetic approach. 
Her constant efforts and zeal have energized 
the entire Uni-One family and within a short 
span of time, we have been able to make our 
mark.

We have visited 'Old Homes' where the 'silver 
people' taught us the golden mantras to live 
life. We were a part of 'Nanhi-Kali', an adoption 
centre exclusively for girl child. We have 
conducted many craft melas, the proceeds of 
which have gone to charity.

Cherishing                                
Memories

Uni One Diary

  
C.O., Mumbai

As I now take leave this 
organization due to retirement, 
these memories will always warm 
my heart and will forever enrich 
my life.
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Master DEVANSH, son of Mr. Devendra Khare, Head Cashier-II/
Clerk of our M.P. Nagar Branch, Bhopal, is really the 'Karate Kid' 
in the making. Just a student of 5th class, Devansh participated 
in the Madhya Pradesh State Karate Tournament - both in the 
Individual as well as Team Kata 
categories.

Honing his skills in this martial 
art under the able coach, Shri 
C h a n d r a k a n t Adalak, he 
aspires to fetch the prestigious 
Black Belt in near future. 
On the path from beginner 
to master, he wishes to unlock 
the more subtle and dangerous 
t e c h n i q u e s hidden in 
the kata's m o v e m e n t s . 
Though very determined to overpower the opponent on the 
karate mat, this little champ also loves playing with small car 
stones, household material and cycling too. He aspires to take 
up sports for physical fitness and have a good personality as 
well.

The KARATE KID                         in making!!

Union Dhara salutes his 
unique aspiration and wishes 
him all the best in his martial 
art career!!
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CSR is an approach towards inclusive and sustainable 
growth. It’s the outcome of a collective conscience and of 
course originates from the basic constitutional concept of 
the Directive Principles of States Policy towards providing 
and delivering economic, social and environmental benefits 
by all stakeholders. Thus CSR approach is beset with the core 
business strategy of addressing social and environmental 
impact of business; human rights, corporate governance, 
health and safety, etc. The moot question is to drive a change 
towards sustainability.

CSR improves public image and relationship with 
customers, increases the Social / Electronic and Print Media 
coverage, instills and enriches employee retention and 
productivity, attracts investors, creates a positive workplace 
environment. This apart, it’s an effort of a company for its long 
term interest and Brand differentiation.

Legally speaking, CSR Policy provides broad contours 
within which eligible companies are required to formulate 
their CSR Policies (sec-135 of Companies Act, 2013). The 
amount spent by a company for CSR can not be claimed 
as a business expenditure. The Act permits companies to 
spend at least 2% of their average net profit in the previous 
three years on CSR activities. The prime thrust of the law is to 
generate conducive environment for enabling the corporates 
to conduct themselves in a socially responsible manner. The 
Act applies to companies- Private or Public/ Listed or unlisted- 
which have had a net profit of `5.00 crore or Net worth of `500 
crore or more or a turnover of `1000 core in any financial year.

Common Actions/Activities under CSR Include issues 
dealing with extreme hunger & poverty, promotion of 
education, gender equality & women empowerment, 
development of vocational skills & Social Business Projects, 
reducing child mortality and improving material health etc.

The CSR Committee of the company oversees its process 
& guidelines that includes developing CSR Strategy & 
operationalising the institutional mechanism, Project approval 
& development, impact measurement, etc. while the strategy 
of CSR addresses the target group, the place/geography of 

its implementation. The process includes receiving directions 
& guidance from the Board, the requirements as enacted, 
Corporate Business strategy and, above all, the development 
priorities including profile of the beneficiaries.

CSR contributes mainly as a demographic dividend and 
enriches the index of human development, their quality 
of life and, as such, building a better sustainable life. Thus, 
its cardinal Principle is to contribute actively to the social 
& economic development of the Communities in which 
we operate; the absence of which may not lead to gainful 
employment leveraging standard of life; therefore, it is a social 
responsibility of all corporate citizens. Investment beyond 
business is a philanthropic way for the common good of a 
larger group of economically untouched segment. It makes 
and marks a difference for a company and certainly indicates 
the simple truth that corporates came for the people, came 
for their all round growth and development and therefore it is 
indirectly catering to even and balanced economic growth so 
that political and social stress are removed by paving way to 
tranquility of human society and quality of life.

Expectations under CSR

The corporate should adopt villages and make them 
smart villages ensuring its healthcare and family welfare, 
development of agriculture and allied activities, education 
and improvement of livelihood activities and, above all, 
obviously infrastructure and communication activities. This 
will encourage people to increase creativity and increase 
productivity and bring in a more equitable Society. Thus, what 
our Indian Constitution enshrines in its preamble to ensure 
Justice – social, economic and political – can, in fact, be in 
essence among each and all irrespective of caste, creed, sex 
and religion. Thus with prejudice towards none and charity 
for all, let our corporate citizens hold their head high; this 
becomes an effective way of implementing the philosophy of 
'Sab ka Saath, Sab ka Vikas'.

  P. C. Panigrahi 
F. I. Dept., C.O. Mumbai.

CSR-  
revising our  
Economic Thinking

a way of
d l d bl
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Ministry of Corporate affairs, Goverment of India has 
implemented Corporate Social Responsibility policy by 
introducing the Section 135 in the Companies Act, 2013. 
Corporate Social Responsibility Policy is mandatory for all 
those companies who come under the criteria mentioned 
under Sub-section 1 under Section 135 of Company Act, 2013. 
Corporate Social Responsibility is the way through which 
company achieves the balance of economic, environmental 
and social imperative. Corporate Social Responsibility referred 
as corporate initiatives assessed for the company effects/
impact on social welfare. Company's social responsibility 
depends on various factors such as market, area of operation, 
business activity, socio economic environment of the area, etc. 
In India earlier, CSR activity was done by very large companies 
only.  Now Section 135 of Companies Act introduces guidelines 
for companies. So here we discuss on Section 135.

Under Sec 135 of Companies Act

a. Every company having net worth of `500 crore or more, 
or turnover of `1000 crore or more or profit of `5 crore or 
more during any financial year shall have to constitute a 
Corporate Social Responsibility Committee of the Board 
consisting of three or more Directors of which at least one 
is an independent Director.

b. The Board reports under Sub-section(3) of Section 134 
and disclose the composition of the Corporate Social 
Responsibility Committee.

c. The Corporate Social Responsibility Committee shall:-

i) Formulate the guidelines in line with Section 135 
and recommend to the Board, a Corporate Social 
Responsibility Policy which shall indicate the activities 
to be undertaken by the company as specified in 
Schedule VII.

ii) CSR Committee also recommends the amount of 
expenditure to be incurred on the activities.

iii) CSR Committee also monitors the Corporate Social 
Responsibility Policy of the company from time to 
time.

d. i) The Board of the Company after taking into account 
the instructions mentioned in Sub-section 1 of Sec 135 
forms a Corporate Social Responsibility Committee 
and approves the CSR Policy for the company and 
discloses the contents of such policy in its report and 
also places it on the company’s website.

ii)  The Board of the company also ensures that the 
activities are included in the Corporate Social 
Responsibility Policy as per the Company Act.

e. The Board of every company should ensure that the 
company shall spend at least 2% of the average net profits 
of the company made during the three immediately 
preceding financial years in pursuance of its Corporate 
Social Responsibility Policy. The company shall give 
preference to the local area and areas around it where it 
operates for spending the amount earmarked for CSR 
activities.

Functions of the CSR Committee:

company.

implement the project and establish transparency.

Disclosures:

 If the company fails to spend such amount, the Board has 
to furnish its report made under Clause (O) of Sub-section 
134, specifying the reasons for not spending the amount. 
Under Section 8 of the CSR rules, it is mandatory for a 
company after 1st April 2014, to furnish in its annual report 
a report on CSR as prescribed below

financial years

Legally Speaking

CSR Policy &  
Section 135
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three financial year as per financial statements

following things : Any profit arising from any overseas 
branch or branches of the company or any dividend 
received from other companies in India which are covered 
under and complying with the provisions of the Section 
135 of the Act.

business profits of the company.

Activities under CSR:

CSR responsibility of the company is a commitment to support 
or to take initiatives to improve the lives of weaker sections 
or underprivileged sectors. The focus areas notified under 
the Section 135 of the Companies Act, 2013 and companies 
Corporate Social Responsibility Policy Rules 2014 are as under:

1. Eradication of hunger, poverty, malnutrition, 
promoting healthcare and sanitation, clean 
drinking water.

2. Promoting education, special 
education, employment enhancing 
skills among children, women, etc.

3. Promoting gender equality, 
empowering women, setting up old 
age homes, Day Care Centers, etc.

4. Promotion of road safety, Drivers' 
training.

5. Training to enforcement personnel.

6. Promoting health care including preventive health 
care.

7. Vocational skills livelihood enhancement projects.

8. Consumer education and awareness program.

9. Conservation and renovation of school building and 
classrooms as promoting education.

10. Disaster relief i.e. medical aid for promoting health, food 
supply for eradicating hunger, poverty or malnutrition, 
supply of clean water, sanitation, etc. in case of any disaster.

11. Reducing child mortality and improving maternal 
health by providing good hospital facilities and low cost 
medicines.

12. Any assistance in ensuring environmental sustainability, 
ecological balance, protection of flora & fauna, animal 
welfare, agro forestry, conservation of natural resources 
and maintaining quality of soil air and water.

13. Employment enhancing vocational skills.

14. Protection of natural heritage, art and culture including 
restoration of buildings and sites of historical importance, 
work of art, setting up public libraries, promotion and 
development of traditional arts and handicrafts.

15. Contribution of funds provided to technology incubators 
located within academic institutions which are approved 
by the Central Government.

16. Rural Development Projects.

17. Slum Area Development i.e. the slum area declared by 
the Central Government or any State Government or any 
other competent authority.

18. Training to promote rural sports, nationally 
recognized sports, sports and Olympic.

19. Benefit given to armed forces 
veterans, war widows and their dependents.

20. Contribution to the Swach Bharat 
Kosh.

21. Contribution to the Clean Ganga 
Fund.

All these activities are a few examples of 
CSR activities. It means that all those activities 

which are environment friendly, socially 
acceptable by the people and society come under 

CSR activities. The contribution towards C.M. Relief Fund 
shall also a part of CSR activities but the amount is on or above 
2% of net profit. However, the Company CSR Committee may 
identify areas other than the ones stated above. Company has 
to give preference to the local area and areas around, where it 
operates for spending the amount under CSR activity.

The company can meet the CSR obligations by implementing 
activities on its own or through a third party, such as a Society, 
Trust, Charitable Foundations, etc. as per purposes defined 
under Company Act.

Prabhat Singh Suman 
Staff Training College, Bengaluru.
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P. K. Mohanty 
Staff Training Centre, Bhopal
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Cash Recycler Machine is a latest 
technology in India with certain 
intrinsic benefits to the Banks and 
its customers. Bank gets protection 

from counterfeit/taped notes coming 
into the system and cost saving due to 

lesser Cash in Transit (CIT) runs. Customer 
gets convenience in withdrawal & deposit 

transaction 24X7 without the need to stand at 
the teller counter.

Banks are moving towards procurement of Cash 
Recycler Machines instead of Bunch Note Acceptor/Single 

Note Acceptor Machines, keeping the customer’s requirement, 
technology upgradation and future prospects in mind.

These machines have found very good acceptance by 
its customers with an average of over 200+ cash deposit 
transactions per day at these machines. It may also be noted 
that the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is providing a very cost-
effective subsidy for these terminals and for the conceivable 
future is funding up to `2,50,000/- of the capital expenditure 
(CAPEX) of these devices. This is to encourage the use of 
machines for cash deposit on a 24x7 basis rather than use of 
costly branch infrastructure which is open for a limited amount 
of time.

As reported by NPCI, in Dec. 2016, the country has 2,31,277 
ATMs. These ATMs dispensed close to `3 lac crore from the 
ATMs across India in the last financial year. This means the 
banking system along with the RBI generated these monies 
so that these could be dispensed via the ATMs. This cash 
moves through many hands, RBI, the mint, currency chests, 
vaults, cash in transit companies, tellers and custodians 
before they can reach the customer. So in addition to the 
cost of printing the currency, there is a large attended cost 
of cash handling and management of this currency. As per 
RBI, this figure is increasing at a staggering 12% year-on-year. 
To further complicate this, the country is also flooded with 
fake and fraudulent currency which is being introduced into 
the economy due to the inefficiencies in the current manual 
system.

The value proposition of cash recycler machines are as follows:

handling. Since the cash deposited by the customer is 
machine readable, it also means it is ATM fit for dispensing. 
This means the cash is not required to be sorted, counted 
etc. (except in places where cash deposits outstrip 
withdrawals and the bin needs clearance).

with different sizes, design and security information.

number of currency notes, which is particularly useful in 
case of identifying the depositor in case of fake notes or 
in case of any dispute. The machine also captures the fake 
note.

fraud notes. The machine if maintained properly will also 
not make mistakes in counting of cash notes as well as will 
detect the fraud currency in a consistent manner.

of dispensing and depositing especially in locations where 
the bank is unaware of the transaction patterns or if the 
amount of withdrawals matches the deposits.

offer after banking deposit services especially in locations 
where traders and business men operate their businesses 
beyond banking hours. These devices hence can be a 
source of customer acquisition – or retention of customer 
services.

bank, which would normally be done by a teller e.g. bill 
payment versus cash etc. These devices can also be used 
for money transfer services since they can operate in a 
card or cardless model.

Experts view is that over the next 10 years Indian banks will 
convert all its ATM machines into cash recycling machines 
which is exactly what Japan, which is also a very cash 
dominated market did and having 2 lac machines currently in 
operation. These machines are more advantageous than ATMs, 
SNAs and BNAs.

 The largest ATM shared network in the country, NFS (National 
Financial Switch acts as a link between the acquirer and issuer 
for authorizing and settlement of transactions or settles the 
amounts between the ATM owning Bank and the Card Issuing 
Bank) has also announced the interoperability of cash deposit, 
which means, customers of a bank can deposit cash (with 
specific limits) in any other bank cash deposit terminals. This 
will further enhance the business case for banks deploying 
these terminals and will be able to acquire business by 
attracting other bank customers, gain non-interest income 
and fulfil short term need of cash.

Cash Recycler Machine (CRM)

Pradeep Singh Fonia 
D.B.D., C.O., Mumbai
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Our Bank has sanctioned an amount of `36.90 lacs for the 
construction of 2.5 lac litre capacity overhead water tank for 
Jagadguru Rambhadracharya Handicapped University (JHRU), 
Chitrakoot.

This University is founded by Jagadguru Shri Swami 
Rambhadracharya, a Padma Vibhushan awardee and is 
committed to provide education, healthcare, training and 
employment to disabled (Divyang) children.

Chitrakoot, a part of Bundelkhand region, is deficient in water 
resources. Recently, Central Government has provided a tube 
well in the JHRU campus, whose full benefit cannot be derived 
without a water tank. The University was looking for support 
for construction of an overhead water tank.

Shri Shubham Tripathi, Asst. Manager, working in HR 
Department at Central Office, came to know about this 
University and the various activities undertaken by JHRU for 

the Divyang, on his visit to his home 
town, Kanpur. While researching 
more about the University, he realised 
that it is a noble cause in which our Bank 
can also contribute. So he suggested the University name to 
our CSR team at Central Office. When the CSR team contacted 
the University they came to know about the requirement of 
construction of overhead water tank.

Hence the due diligence was carried out by our Regional 
Office, Rewa and Jankikund Branch in Rewa. Our FGM Bhopal 
submitted the report along with their recommendations.

This donation is going to benefit around 1500 Divyang children 
presently studying there and many more in future.

NEW LEASE OF

HOPE FOR DIVYANG

Deepti Karnik  
HR Dept, C.O., Mumbai
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Project UtkarshProject Utkarsh
New Regions under Project Utkarsh

Project Utkarsh was introduced in three more 
regions – Hyderabad, Jaipur and Lucknow 
- taking the total tally of Utkarsh regions to 
17. The BPT team conducted comprehensive 
training sessions in each of these regions on 
the revised models for Union Xperience branch 
heads as well as ULP and SARAL teams.

With this, the coverage of Project Utkarsh 
touched ~575 branches, 29 ULPs and 16 
SARALs.

Utkarsh Olympics
Regions where Project Utkarsh has been launched compete with one another on various 
business parameters (like CASA, Retail Loans, MSME, business referrals, etc.). The theme 
for the competition this time was Olympics and 14 regions were part of the competition. 
Utkarsh Olympics was launched on 1st August 2016 and the regions were categorized as 
Pro and Amateur.

The competition was held amongst Union Xperience branches, ULPs and SARALs. A 
special prize category was also introduced for Best Analytics Region (among Pro 7 regions) 
and Best Customer Service Representatives (CSRs). The competition concluded on 
30th September, 2016 and the results were as follows:
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Apart from this, one event is conducted each month across branches and units to bring together the employees and foster 
bonding & team spirit. This series of events is named Urja. The first of these events was Family Day which was celebrated across 
all Utkarsh branches and units. Families of employees were invited to the workplace and acknowledged for their constant 
support and fruitful contribution in the lives of our employees which helped them work well in office. Our employees’ 
work was also acknowledged in front of their dear ones. The event was also an opportunity for the families to mingle with 
and get to know one another. It also gave them a chance to see the place of work of their beloved family member. ED Shri 
Kathuria sent in a special message for the occasion and it was shared with the guests by the respective branch / unit heads. 
Different activities like drawing / painting competition for children were also organized at many branches/units. The event 
was celebrated with much joy and warmth and enjoyed by the employees as well as their families.

Employee Engagement
While the Bank strengthens some of its core functional areas under Human Resources through various initiatives as part 
of Project Utkarsh, it is also important to keep the spirit and energy levels of our workforce high. And to ensure the same, 
a range of activities have been introduced under Employee Engagement which allow the employees to look beyond work 
and refresh their minds. Among these is the theme based monthly online quiz which covers diverse topics.

The quizzes are short & timed (5 minutes) and the winners are selected based on accuracy & speed. The correct answers 
are shared with the employees after the quiz through UBINET. A Sports Quiz was organized in the month of September for 
employees in Utkarsh branches & units. The quiz garnered encouraging response from the employees and was rated 4.5 
on a 5-point scale. The employees expressed their desire to have such quizzes conducted on a regular basis. The event has, 
therefore, been made regular and will continue to be conducted every month going forward.

Aparna Kutumbale
BPT, C.O. Mumbai
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A cool, calm, beautiful and eventful country. People are polite 
and well disciplined. Roads and traffic control systems are 
well-maintained. There is no difference between the roads of 
Cities and Highway so far as cleanliness and maintenance is 
concerned, I had opportunity to travel by car from Toronto to 
Quebec City which is about one thousand kms. I visited the 
cities of Toronto, Kingston, Montreal and Quebec. All these 
cities are live and people are full of passion.

Main attraction in Toronto is Down Town where so many 
business activities take place. So many high-rise buildings 
titled in the name of Banks like Scotia, BOM, TD, RBC, CIBC. 
The main attraction is CN Tower which was considered as the 
tallest Tower when it was built. Trams and Electric buses run 
through this market. People are also seen driving hand cart. 
Main Railway Station of Toronto “Union” is also located in this 
area from where trains for New York, Montreal and Quebec 
are available. Trains going to far off cities are called “VIA” trains  
whereas trains connecting suburbs of Toronto are called “Go 

CANADA
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CALLING... 
Train”. Metro trains are known as “Subway trains.” A domestic 
air port in the down town is worth visiting as it is in the midst 
of lake.

World famous Niagra Falls was an exciting experience. Fort 
Henry in Kingston and Thousand islands in  Lake and journey 
with car in a ship towards USA was a memorable one. A world 
famous Church and  Bio-logical zoo in Montreal was worth 
visiting. Old and new parliament building  and Rideu Canal 
in the peaceful–beautiful Capital City was eye catching. No 
fear of strict security near parliament building. People move 
here and there freely  inside the parliament building. I enjoyed 
the  picturesque city of Quebec. In Canada two languages i.e. 
English and French are spoken and written by the people.
Apart from Canadians, people from India, China and Africa live 
a happy life in this country.

Hemant Kumar Bhatt
Rtd. Unionite
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I vividly remember, long back there used to be an advertisement 
in the national television which used to depict the various 
welfare measures like free healthcare services, education for 
poor children, sports promotion activities, sanitation and 
water supply etc for the general public being undertaken by a 
company and in the end, there used to be a line -- We also make 
steel--which portrayed about what the company is actually 
in the business of. That ad and the way the business line was 
promoted are still afresh in my mind. Maybe that was the era 
when the word CSR- i.e Corporate Social Responsibility had 
not been coined the way it has been today but that reflected 
how much a business unit is sensitive to the basic concerns of 
a society and the contribution they make for the fulfillment of 
the issues.

Corporate Social Responsibility as we all know today is the 
moral and social responsibility that every business unit has 
to and should bear by way of various measures which directly 
or indirectly promote the welfare of the society. In fact, every 
business unit for its business set up and growth garners the 
required resources from the society itself, be it human resource 
or the infrastructure resource. Even though the business unit in 
economic terms may be paying for the resources it has garnered 
and used but that is not sufficient. A company might have paid 
the salary and emoluments to the employees for the work they 
have done but an employee who has put in his entire life, his 
entire youth from the time he joined the company to the time 
he has superannuated and left the job, needs something more 
than the monetary compensation he had been given for all the 
years of his job. Although the company cannot reverse or pay 
back the life gone by but the company surely can create an 
environment in the society wherein the people who had given 
their blood and sweat for the growth of the company as well as 
the public in large, to live a healthy and happy life. Same is the 
case with the infrastructural resources that the company might 
have used for its business operation and for which it might 
have paid in monetary terms but still something more has to 
be done. The resources one business unit has utilized need to 
be compensated by creation of another set of resources so that 
the balance is maintained. A company may practice CSR just 
by adopting the measures like keeping the smoke emanating 
from its chimneys ash and chemical free, discharging waste 
water which does not pollute the water resources, does not 
throw hazardous or environment polluting wastes in open and 
without treatment, does not use non-biodegradable products 
etc etc.

 Although as per the government 
guidelines, companies have to spend certain portion of their 
profits towards the social welfare measures as part of CSR but 
for a company it is much more in store than mere compliance 
of the statutory requirement. A company promoting CSR 
activities certainly enjoys a good image in the society on one 
hand and while on the other hand, the society by itself is the 
main consumer of the company's products. For any company 
to be successful, its image plays a major role and with its good 
image amidst its consumers, the company surely is benefitted. 
However at the same time, for any company to be successful for 
the long time and gain & retain market share, besides its image 
it has also to ensure that its products suit to the customers' 
requirements and satisfaction which in market parlance is 
known as Branding. Branding is the promise in itself about the 
Value for money, completeness and trust that a customer looks 
and pays for while buying a product. Thus a company with 
good brand value when gets the coating of good image by 
way of CSR activities certainly enjoys the edge which gets deep 
rooted in the hearts of consumers. We may think of a grandpa 
who because of his sweet nature and noble approach towards 
people has been admired a lot among his family and society. 
Since he has already got the admiration for his good persona, 
he may think of not doing something extra for the society and 
enjoys the time at his disposal but if the same grandpa starts 
adding his contribution to make life of many other people 
in the society happier, arranges healthcare camps, takes free 
educational classes 
for poor children, 
provides guidance 
to the needy and 
alike, what impact 
will it make to 
his personality in 
particular and the 
society in general? 
Certainly the image 
he already enjoys 
gets coated with the 
beauty of his added gracefulness while the society bears the 
fruits of his efforts.

We see many such examples in our neighborhood and society 
every day. The awesome growth of a famous ayurvedic 
company is well known to all of us. The company which started 

I I vvivivvidlyy reemem mber, , long back there usu edd to bee an advertiseement 
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CSR and  
Brand Value
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its business just a few years ago but with the initiatives of 
yoga and home made products spread healthcare awareness 
throughout the country, has been riding high on the brand 
value and with the help of high branding, been making 
huge turnover nearing 5000 crores. So many IT, Healthcare, 
automobile, textile, pharma etc. companies have been 
contributing towards social welfare measures as part of CSR 
initiatives.

How can we forget our own beloved organization, Union 
Bank of India which through its CSR arm, Union Bank of India 
Social Foundation has been taking, besides its normal banking 
operations, several initiatives for social cause. Among its 
various such initiatives, one initiative that has been applauded 
widely is the installation of Talking ATMs for Blinds throughout 
the country for which the Bank has been applauded profusely 
by National Association for Blinds. Not only this, the Bank has 
also been adjudged as the Best employer for Blinds by NAB. 
The sentiment of being a sensitive organization towards blinds 
has also been echoed by the many visually impaired persons 
who have been employed by the Bank which in itself is a great 
recognition.

Conclusively we can say that 
any business enterprise or 
organization may run its 
business and earn profits 
through its professional 
parameters but through the CSR 
activities the enterprise gets 
a human touch to its identity 
and adds value to its Brand 
image which brings it even 
more closer to its consumers 
and that in turn makes it a 
socially more acceptable and 

recognized enterprise. Further, the CSR activities which an 
enterprise undertakes are not the obligations on the society 
but the imperative responsibility that they have to bear more 
as a compliance function for the well being and sustainability 
of the society and environment and for the benefit of future 
generations.

`
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Richa Khurana 
Haridwar Br., Uttarakhand
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Our Bank has been awarded 'TOP PERFORMER 
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS - MSME CATEGORY' by the 
Federation of Indian Exporter Organization, Western 
Region.  The award is the highest recognition to FIEO 
member company for making significant contribution 
to the expansion of Indian exports to International 
Market. The Honourable Minister of Industries and 
Mining, Govt. of Maharashtra, Mr. Subhash Desai 
presented the award  to Mr. G.R. Padalkar, General 
Manager, DFB & IBD, CO, Mumbai.
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                  We need business to understand its 

social responsibility, that the main task and 

objective for a business is not to generate 

extra income and to become rich and transfer 

the money abroad, but to look and evaluate 

what a businessman has done for the country, 

for the people, on whose account he or she 

has become so rich.

- Vladimir Putin
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Countries, all over the world have made a resolution; necessary 
to mitigate climate change by putting their confirmation 
in 29 Articles of draft document as agreed in Conference of 
Parties 21 (COP21) in Paris dated twelfth December 2015 and 
submitted the Intended Nationally Determined Contribution 
(INDC). India’s Intended Nationally Determined Contribution 
(INDC) centers around its policies on promotion of clean 
energy, increase in energy efficiency, development of less 
carbon intensive and resilient urban centre, efficient waste 
management, safe-smart and green transportation network, 
abatement of pollution and efforts to enhance carbon sink 
through creation of forest tree cover. The most important 
commitments of our country are:

1. To reduce the emissions intensity by 33 to 35% of its GDP 
by 2030 from 2005 level.

2. To achieve non fossil fuel base cumulative electric power 
installation capacity about 40% by 2030, with the help of 
transfer of technology and soft finance from international 
organizations.

3. To create additional forest and tree cover by 2030 for 
carbon sink of 2.5 to 3.0 billion tones of CO2 equivalent.

Role of the Bank

Bank being a financial institution and socially responsible 
corporate citizen should take full responsibilities for the social 
and environmental impacts of their engagements and fully 
network its activities on the line of INDCs offered and articles of 
commitment as agreed in Paris, DECEMBER 2015. The survival 
of the banking industry is directly proportional to the survival 
of mankind. Survival of mankind is inversely proportional to 
global warming. Hence there is inverse relationship between 
banking and global warming. Therefore, Indian Banks should 
adopt environmental friendly business model without any 
further delay. Otherwise the climatic change and its multiplier 
chain effects have tremendous impacts on bank business and 
its survival.

Objectives

concern

Environmental Impact of Banking

Internally, banking is never considered a polluting industry. 

The veracity of present day banking operations combined with 
horizontal expansion and organic growth has considerably 
inclined into the carbon footprint of banks because of the 
massive use of energy, high paper wastage, lack of green 
buildings, wastage of water, lack of good transportation policy 
and massive use of non-biodegradable debit/credit/gift card 
etc.

 Honoring the Country’s commitment in Paris and for survival 
of the Globe, Bank has to regulate the internal and external 
processes accordingly by assigning responsibilities at various 
critical verticals. Presently there are wide gaps among present 
level of product quality, process, strategies, operation, 
management concern and staffs mind set. Following are the 
areas of grave concern:

without complying environmental guide lines.

sector.

(CSR) are very small and the amount being utilized for 
environmental development and nature enrichment is 
even smaller.

farming, mixed cropping, crop selection, crop rotation etc.

fertilizer, causing deteriorating soil health.

electricity energy from renewable source, water use, paper 
use etc.

square feet per staff, business, urban rural etc.

complied.

moving in one direction are using multiple vehicles.

in the branch.

charging, tasking, night watchman control etc.

A  R E S P O N S I B L E  C O R P O R A T E  C I T I Z E N
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Central Office, Zonal office and regional office.

I. Bank Externally Influencing Environment

Bank’s products themselves do not pollute the environment, 
rather users of these products pollute the environment. Banks 
finance the companies by whom the pollution is caused. So 
the banks are liable for the environmental pollution. The risks 
for the customers are also risks for the banks.

A) Banking activities can be modulated for promoting 
environmental friendly investment. The National Mission on 
Enhanced Energy Efficiency (NMEEE) has a focus on improving 
energy efficiency across the sectors. The most designated 
largest energy demand sectors are Aluminum, Cement, Chlor-
alkali, Fertilizers, Pulp and Paper, Power, Iron & Steel, Sponge 
Iron and Textiles. There has been encouragement for usage of 
energy efficient technologies such as ultra super critical and 
super critical boilers. It results in a reduction in demand of fuel 
and low GHG emissions per unit of electricity generated.

B) Electronic mode of remittance such as RTGS, NEFT, IMPS 
etc, internet banking, telephone and mobile banking 
facilities help customers for anytime, anywhere 
banking, which reduce the need to write 
and send by mail. Customer should be 
motivated to use all these facilities.

C) Bank is going massively for 
financing in housing sector Green 
buildings have the potential to save 
30-40 percent energy and 35% water. 
To encourage the same interest 
concession may be proposed to the 
customers. Many banks are proposing 
concession in interest rate on World 
Environment day. Green Rating of 
buildings may be made by technically 
qualified professionals on the basis of 
materials used, radiation, conservation 
and saving of natural resources as 
per specifications.

D) Banks must encourage 
for financing Green Car which 
comply the necessary guidelines.

E) Banker’s proactive attempt to finance in renewable 
energy sector can reduce carbon footprint. Purposes which 
have propensity to absorb credit in renewable sector: Solar 
Photovoltaic Energy (SPV), Biomass, Wind, Geothermal, Solar 
thermal, Small hydro-electricity plant etc.

F) Growing extensive forests, trees can sink CO2 through 
biological process of carbon assimilation. CSR funds may be 
diverted to enrich the environment.

G) After farm mechanization and commercialization of 
agriculture, the cropping intensity will increase tremendously 
which operates law of diminishing return on resources. So 
the suggested cropping pattern should be prepared in such 
way that land resources will not deteriorate. Crop rotation 
is the process of cultivating different crops in sequence in a 
field so that the soil health can be maintained. The scientific 
farm practices will protect soil health, fertility, reduce soil 
erosion, reduce insects/pests, reduces dependent on synthetic 
chemicals, and prevents diseases.

A) Going green is more than just a social incentive. Making 
bank’s IT infrastructure more environmentally friendly can 
also result in reduction in costs drastically. The principles are 
applicable in Data Centre, Central office Departments, Zonal 
and Regional office Computer Cells and branches also.

Use of Laptops, Desktop Computers and Servers

 Bankers should make use of IT resources in an eco-friendly 
manner. Laptops, desktops, and servers should be used in 
such a way that energy can be conserved. When the laptop is 
connected to power socket even after full charging, it wastes 
lot of energy. The chargers step down the voltage and convert 
the AC to DC. Hence, it is advised to switch off the power 
supply when it is not in used. Monitors consume about 20 to 
30% of the total energy used by a laptop. Strategies that help 
in reducing the power consumption of monitors include:

level. A brighter screen consumes more energy.

computer and there is no need to use the monitor 
during this time, switch off the monitor 

instead of using screen savers as screen 
savers also consume some energy.

systems provide power saving profiles 
which when enabled, reduces the amount 
of energy consumed by the computer.

consume a lot of power particularly when 
carrying out complex work. Many aspects of 
applications that run on a system, impacts 
power consumption.

Various innovative ideas and best practices 
can be adopted to ensure optimal 

utilization of power, space 
and cooling requirements, 
leading to development 

of green IT data centers, which are eco-friendly. A green and 
energy efficient data center can not only deliver significant 
savings in operating costs and reduction in capital cost, but 
also achieve national recognition for the bank in terms of 
corporate social responsibility and their contributions towards 
sustainability.

Green banking opens up new markets and avenues. Real 
growth story will begin with our commitments to cut carbon-
intensity from funding sustainable projects, designing and 
delivering environmental friendly products and services. 
Government with the help of RBI should formulate green 
policy guidelines proactively. To protect the banking industry, 
it is inevitable to remodel the banking business considering 
the environmental aspects of sustainability.
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Dibakar Lenka  
Staff Training Centre, Bhubaneswar
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I always tried to choose path that was always easy, 
Though This way or that way God kept me busy, 

On easy paths I could not have become that strong, 
I am happy that I was wrong…

For my failures, to Almighty I always used to blame, 
I forget, that times change, never remain same, 

For many good things God has chosen me out of Throng, 
I am happy that I was wrong…

I believed I was made for roads that are dark, 
I would not be able to see any positive spark, 

But through thick and thin God took Me along, 
I am happy that I was wrong…

Amit Kumar Sharma
Jalandhar (M) Br.
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I was on my first tour abroad with my family. It was the summer 
of 2010 when I was holidaying in Singapore with my wife and 
two kids. As I did in India, this tour was also planned by me 
and did not go through any tour operator, though many close 
friends and relatives had warned me against taking the risk of 
travelling abroad on my own. The idea was to explore the new 
places leisurely at our own pace, without the restriction that 
comes along when you travel in a group. Moreover, I was not 
staying in a hotel but with one of the families of a friend who 
hailed from my native place.

Singapore, as everyone knows, has strict laws and discipline 
is its hallmark. Cheating and littering around is considered a 
crime and strong action is taken for doing so. The taxi drivers 
will invariably give you a receipt for the fare, once you reach 
the destination. They will accept any tip that is given over and 
above the fare but will never demand it.

Considering that we were four of us, travelling by taxi 
was cheaper than the bus or train for us, and also a more 
convenient and faster mode of travel. The bus and train fares 
in Singapore are not subsidized for public in general like they 
are in India, though some concession is available for Senior 
citizens, disabled persons, students etc. However, we preferred 
travelling by different modes of travel in newer places, just to 
experience the uniqueness of it.

One of my friends, Ivan, who was working in Singapore, got 
the news of my visit there. He called on me one day and invited 
us to visit his home in Singapore. He was staying in the one 
of the most posh and happening places in Singapore, the 
Orchard Road. Orchard Road is a high profile commercial and 
shopping centre and is in the heart of Singapore. My wife was 

naturally delighted at the shopping opportunity there, as my 
friend guided us through the busy street. She was overjoyed 
when my friend gifted her a handbag, on which she had her 
eyes on. The meaning of her suggestive glance towards me, 
immediately after she had the prized possession in her hand, 
was not lost on me. She was indirectly telling me, ‘You don’t 
care about me. Look at your friend, how he values women!!’

We had a good time at the Orchard Road. It was already 6.30 
in the evening and now it was time to go back to our resting 
place at Jelapang Road. I suggested that we take the train back 
home rather than hire a taxi, just to have the feel of the train 
in Singapore. Ivan was also accompanying us. We entered 
the neat and clean railway station at Orchard Road. There 
was no need to ask directions for trains because those were 
very clearly put on display. Ivan had a pre-paid rail card which 
automatically deducts the exact fare amount, once he swipes 
the card while exiting from the destination station.

We were staying at Jelapang Road but in the hurry, I could not 
locate a train going towards Jelapang station. So I purchased 
tickets through the automated ticket vending machine from 
Orchard Road for Bukit Panjang, which was close to Jelapang 
Road. There was no manual intervention in ticket vending. The 
tickets were in the form of cards, just like the credit cards. The 
fare was somewhere around Singapore dollar 2.50 (1 Singapore 
dollar was equivalent to approximately `34 then). In addition 
to the actual fare, dollar 1 was taken as security deposit. This 
amount of 1 dollar is refunded after depositing the card ticket 
in the ticket vending machine after exiting at the destination 
station.

As we entered the train, I was looking around for some unique 

Train to Jelapang
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features that distinguish the Singaporean rails from our own. 
As expected, the trains were ‘spitlessly’ clean with no biscuit, 
namkeen or pan masala packets lying on the floor. While 
looking around, my eyes fell on the top of the train door, where 
the name of the approaching station and the route of the train 
were displayed by LED blinkers. I suddenly realized that the 
train, in which we were travelling, was going beyond Bukit 
Panjang, for which we had booked the tickets for and in fact 
was passing through Jelapang, the station which was closest 
to our residence! “Ivan, this train is passing through Jelapang… 
we can alight at that station..” I told Ivan excitedly.

“But your tickets are only up to Bukit Panjang… I have no 
problem as I have got the pre-paid rail card. You may face 
problem if you go beyond the Panjang station.”

I thought for a while and decided to take the risk. A bit of 
diversion from the routine always adds spice to your journey. 
Jelapang was more convenient for us as our residence was at a 
walking distance and just 2 stations further from Bukit Panjang. 
“We will take the risk”, I told Ivan, “Let’s see what happens. If 
there is any issue, we can always return back to Panjang.” Ivan 
agreed and we skipped Bukit Panjang and alighted at Jelapang 
station. We came to the exit gate of the Jelapang station. The 
gate opened for Ivan as he swiped his rail card and he went 
out. We swiped our ticket cards, but the exit gate won’t open 
as our tickets were valid only up to Bukit Panjang. Now our real 
test had started! I saw a ticket vending machine attached to 
the exit gate, which we could access from within.

I decided to try getting the refund of additional security deposit 
of dollar 1, which is taken during the purchase of ticket and see 
whether that helps open the gate. I put my ticket card in the 
designated slot and pressed the refund button. The machine 
pulled in my ticket card and promptly dollar 1 popped out in 
the money dispenser. I picked up the money but my ticket card 
was gone and the gate remained closed! As I wondered what 
to do next, I spotted a small shop just next to the gate in the 
rail premises. The person in the shop was watching me all this 
time.

“If you have any problem, just press the black button in the 
centre of the machine. The customer care center will guide 
you”, He volunteered the information. A big black button was 
right there in the center of the machine. No sooner did I press 
the button, a lady’s voice spoke through the machine, “Hello, 
what can I do for you?” “Well, we had purchased the tickets 
for Bukit Panjang but we have come two stations ahead and 
we want to exit from this station.” I explained, “Can you please 
guide us?”

“No problem! Put your card in the machine slot, just press 
the ‘Add value’ button and pay the fare difference which the 
machine displays.” She prompted. ‘Oh! It is so easy’, I thought to 
myself. “Thank you Madam.” I said. “You are welcome” She said 
and put off the line. I pressed the ‘Add Value’ button and put 
the ticket cards of my wife and 2 children in the machine slot. 
The machine prompted to pay 10 cents for each ticket, being 
the difference of fare between Bukit Panjang and Jelapang. The 
ticket cards came out with the added value and on swiping the 
cards; all three of them could exit out of the station. However, 
I was not able to exit as I had already put my card ticket in the 
vending machine and also obtained the refund of 1 dollar!

I again pressed the black button. “Now what?” The same lady’s 
voice spoke. “Madam, I’m sorry but though my family could 
exit the station, I was not 
able to, as I have already 
taken the refund of 1 
dollar by putting my card 
ticket in the machine. Can 
you help me out?”

I was sure that I would be 
slapped with a fine like the 
railways do in India, even if 
you have a valid reason for 
breaking the rules. “Ohhh! 
You have already taken a 
refund?” “Yes, madam. I’m 
so sorry” “Ok, I will open 
the service gate for you. You can exit from there.” She said. 
“Thank you, Madam.” I said and started walking towards the 
gate on the right.

“No no, not that gate. Go through the small gate on your left.” 
She advised me. So all the time she could see us and she was 
watching us, sitting in the office somewhere in the city! That 
was great! “Ok Madam.” I said and as I walked to my left, sure 
enough, a small service gate was there which was specially 
opened for me. At last I was out of the station without even 
paying the 10 cent fare difference, with a very wonderful, 
enjoyable and a different experience. The lady understood my 
difficulty very well and without much hassle, the same was 
sorted out smoothly. With this unique experience, we walked 
to our residence on Jelapang road merrily.

C.O., Mumbai
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1. What is meant by the phrase CSR?
a) Corporate Social Responsibility
b) Company Social Responsibility
c) Corporate Society Responsibility
d) Company Society Responsibility

2. Name the Act which mandates the concept “Corporate 

a) The Companies Act, 2013
b) Societies Registration Act, 1860
c) Benami Transactions (Prohibition) Act, 1988
d) Consumer Protection Act

3. Which section of the Companies Act, 2013 requires 
every company to constitute a Corporate Social 

policy?
 a) Section 131 b) Section 135 c) Section 142 d) Section 35

4. Which of the following statement with respect to 
constitution of a committee to recommend a CSR 

true?
a) Company having a net worth of `250 crore or more 

during any financial year
b) Company having a net worth of `300 crore or more 

during any financial year
c) Company having a net worth of `500 crore or more 

during any financial year
d) Company having a net worth of `1000 crore or more 

during any financial year

constitution of a committee to recommend a CSR 

true?
a) Company having a turnover of `250 crore or more 

during any financial year
b) Company having a turnover of `500 crore or more 

during any financial year
c) Company having a turnover of `750 crore or more 

during any financial year
d) Company having a turnover of `1000 crore or more 

during any financial year

6. Which of the following statement with respect to 
constitution of a committee to recommend a CSR 

true?
a) Company having a net profit of `5 crore or more 

during any financial year
b) Company having a net profit of `10 crore or more 

during any financial year
c) Company having a net profit of `15 crore or more 

during any financial year
d) Company having a net profit of `20 crore or more 

during any financial year

7. The board of a eligible company has to ensure that 
it spends, in every financial year, atleast ___% of the 
average net profit of the company made during three 
immediately preceding financial years.

 a) 1% b) 2% c) 3% d) 4%

to be included by companies under Corporate Social 

  a) Schedule IV b) Schedule VI c) Schedule VII  
d) Schedule VIII

_____.
 a) 01.04.2011 b) 01.04.2012 c) 01.04.2013 d) 01.04.2014

10. Corporate Social Responsibility activities can be 
undertaken through a registered trust or a registered 
society or a company set up under section ___ of the 
Companies Act, 2013.

 a) Section 8 b) Section 9 c) Section 10 d) Section 11

11. Which of the following is not true with respect to 

a) A company may also collaborate with other 
companies for undertaking CSR projects, programmes 
or activities.

b) Contribution to any political party shall be considered 
as CSR activity

c) Administrative expenditure shall not exceed 5% of the 
total CSR

1. What is meant by the phrase 

Your Time Starts  

N   w 
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U Sethupitchai
Staff College, Bengaluru

d) Projects or activities that benefit only the employees of 
the company or their families shall not be considered 
as CSR activities.

committee consists of ___ directors.
 a) 1 b) 2 c) 3 d) 4

impact in relation to standards and expectations is 
called as ______.

 a) Regular Audit b) Statutory Audit c) Revenue Audit  
d) Social Audit

in 2006 and is functioning from its office at RO, 
__________.

 a) Bangalore b) Chennai c) Varanasi d) Baroda

studies from 6th to 12th standard.
 a) Project hariyali b) Union Adarsh Gram
 c) Union Shakti d) Union Pragati

16. Corporate Social Responsibility is otherwise called as 
_____.

a) Corporate Conscience b) Corporate Citizenship
c) Responsible Business d) All of these

a) ISO 16000 b) ISO 26000 c) ISO 36000 d) ISO 46000

a) Purpose, People, Profit b) Planet, peanut, Poverty
c) People, Planet, Profit d) Peacock, Pigeon, Pearls

a) United bank of India society Fundamental Trust
b) United Breweries Institute Socially Formed Trust
c) Union Bank of India Social Foundation Trust
d) Unique banker’s institute for society formation Trust

20.  The Book “Cannibals with Forks: the Triple Bottom Line 
of 21st Century Business written by______.

 a) Vikram Seth b) John Elkington c) Robert J Rubinson  
d) Robin Sharma
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Friends, all of us are fascinated by the charisma of 'First Place' 
or 'Number One Position" and I'm sure, each one tries hard to 
achieve this position even today's rat race. This is even more 
difficult in the sporting event like shooting. Let me introduce 
you all to one such daredevil who focuses on getting closer 
range every time he picks up his weapon and for whom, 
hitting the bulls eye is not a fluke. He is Shri Shivam Toriya, 
Manager, R.O., Pune. With the qualifications of BCA and MBA 
in Marketing & HR, he joined the Bank in July, 2011 and also 
cleared JAIIB & CAIIB. For the first time he won the Silver 
medal in Shooting Championship organized by the State 
Rifle Association, Madhya Pradesh in 2015 and qualified 
for the Nationals, followed by the Gold Medal in State Level 
Shooting Championship in 2016. He also won the position in 
“Renowned Shoot” category at the Nationals. Previously he 
had also bagged President Award in Scouts & Guides in 2001 
from the former President, Dr. K.R. Narayanan and in 2000, the 
Governor's Award in Scout & Guide from the former Governor, 
Shri Bhai Mahaveer. Though no one from his family is in this 
sport, he dedicates all his achievements to his Shooting 
Academy, parents and colleagues as well, who always stood 
for him and encouraged him. Apart from shooting, he loves 
listening to soft music. Till date he has invested 70% of his 
savings for this sport. He is very proud to be the first one 
from our Bank to participate in the Rifle Shooting events 
and winning accolades. He is also very thankful to the Bank 
for providing avenues and support to nurture his talent. In 
this candid interview, he describes in detail about his aiming 
passion.

How have you landed in this game of 'Rifle shooting'?

Since childhood, I was always more inclined towards aiming 
games like marbles, pittuk, etc. and guns. 3 Years after 
joining the Bank, I got opportunity to take a 'Trial Shoot' 
at the 'Gun For Glory Shooting Academy'. Here, for 
the first time I hold the real Rifle and started aiming 
the given targets and to my surprise, I could 
shoot all the 5 targets. My father and one of my 
colleagues from Service Branch, Jabalpur, Shri 
Awinash Wani, are my pillars of strength and 
encouragement. With the initial motivation 
from them, I started my training at the 
academy on 1st September, 2014. There I had 
to undergo some tests for opting rifle or pistol. 
These tests revealed my inclination towards rifle 

shooting and from then onwards, I concentrated on rifle shoot 
only. I owe my success to the Academy. The Academy provides 
sportspersons with all the aides and facilities required to buck 
up their individual skills and abilities. Besides, the Academy has 
an eminent league of sporting greats to train young talents.

What are the basic requirements of this game?

The kit for this game is expensive as compared to other sports. 
Since it is an Individual game, the kit includes Trouser, Jacket, 
Inners, Gloves, Shoes, Rifle and is used for both practice and 
match purpose. For practice, one has to go to shooting range 
only. Nowadays, there are many Shooting Academies in India 
in each state, though not in every city. Any person, irrespective 
of his age, can join the Beginner Level shooting. The charges 
are levied towards training and weapon, which one has to 
import. So altogether it becomes an expensive game to follow.

Which are the categories & events in the shooting 
competitions?

Based on the gun used, there are two main categories i.e. Rifle 
and Pistol. Further, rifle has 3 while pistol has 6 events. In the 
rifle events, we have different categories depending on the 
distance of range and the different positions in which shooters 
have to shoot the target. These are further categorized into 
different age groups. In 50 mts rifle three position, the male 
shooter has to fire 40-40 rounds in standing, kneeling or sitting 
and prone positions while females have to fire 20-20 rounds. In 
50 mts rifle prone, the shooter has to fire 60 shots while lying 
down position. In 10 mts air rifle, the male shooter has to fire 
60 rounds while females to fire 40 rounds in standing position. 
There are three top position i.e. Gold, Silver and Bronze 
respectively in both individual and team event, played in 
each category.

What are the prestigious competitions in 
India & abroad?

In India, each state can have its own 
competition with the state's name, 

then comes  
 

 

Face In The Union Bank Crowd

 BULLS EYE 
"Aiming The

Perfectly"
Shivam Toriya
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the 'PRE-NATIONAL Championships' in the name of famous 
personalities followed by the National Championship i.e. 
National Competition of Shooting Sports. At the international 
level, any country can organize its own competition under the 
supervision of ISSF (International Shooting Sport Federation). 
The World Cup is organized every year by ISSF. Finally the 
Olympic Games in every Four Years. The main shooting events 
in India are National Shooting Championship; All India G.V. 
Mavlankar Shooting Championship; Kunwar Surendra Singh 
Memorial Air Weapon Shooting Championship; Sardar Sajjan 
Singh Sethi Memorial Shooting Championship & the Zonal 
Championship (once in a year).

Since this is a weapon based game, how do you obtain the 
licence?

The licence is required for every event except air gun events. 
Initially, we practice with weapon provided by the Academy 
under supervision of certified coach. Then you have to pass 
a test wherein you have to achieve the minimum qualifying 
score (MQS) set by the State Association to fetch the certificate 
of 'Renowned Shot'. Then by applying, you can get the licence. 
With the help of this, you can import the gun duty free. You can 
import 15,000 bullets per year. Every game has its rules and 
regulation with safety measures, which everyone has to follow. 
You can purchase bullets/pellet at the time of competition or 
via Shooting Academy with the help of Competitor Card of 
shooting match or with the help of Shooter ID card.

Have you been any time trained under an international 
coach?

Yes, I am being trained by the international coach at the 
Academy. She has lent her unconditional support to 

amateurs like me. During the training sessions, she 
gives us wonderful tips to cope with mental 

stress and retain balance and also help's us to 
go deep into in this sport.

What is mind training?

Since this is a 
game of 

repetition and consistency, we have to prepare our mind 
accordingly for the match of 60 shots, where every shoot 
counts equally. Hence we have to maintain balance of mind 
and body stability for each shot. I believe in 'practice makes 
a man perfect'. Hence, in addition to the rigorous 3 to 4 hours 
of practice on daily basis, I regularly do exercises + yoga for 
maintaining my physical and mental state. This also increases 
my concentration level.

developing one's game?

Without a good Coach it is very difficult to play a game, 
specially shooting where we have to maintain a stable mind 
as well as body under all circumstances. Here, the coach helps 
us out as he is aware of our strengths & weaknesses. Under 
his watchful eyes, the sportsman flourishes further as a perfect 
shooter.

While all other factors remain the same, the only difference is 
that male shooters have to play a match of 60 shots whereas 
their counterparts have to plays 40 shots only at the National 
and International level.

Who are your idols?

Every great shooter has some awesome qualities that must 
be adopted by the sports person of their category. My all time 
favorite is Mr. Gagan Narang.

In all how this game has helped you in your life?

Rifle shooting has helped me to develop confidence and 
oratory skills with better concentration. The entire shooting 
activity also develops sharp reflexes, proper mind-body co-
ordination, improves steadiness, increases grasping power and 
most importantly relieves me of any mental and physical stress.

What are your future plans?

My first target is to get selected in Indian National Shooting 
Squad and participate in Olympic 2020 in Japan. Also I wish 

to be the best rifle shooter in the world and facilitate the 
sports in every manner for the real and deserving sports 

persons.

With such dedication and focus, besides able 
guidance and training from eminent sporting 

him all the Best in his future shooting 

Supriya Nadkarni 
Union Dhara, C.O.
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AZ

1 594 23/09/2016

2 591 23/09/2016

3 590 22/09/2016

4 589 21/09/2016

5 588 21/09/2016

6 584 16/09/2016

7 583 16/09/2016

8 582 15/09/2016

9 581 15/09/2016

10 580 15/09/2016

11 579 15/09/2016

12 572 01/09/2016

13 562 20/08/2016

14 556 10/08/2016

15 552 10/08/2016

16 290 04/08/2016

17 538 29/07/2016

18 523 21/07/2016

19 520 16/07/2016

20 518 16/07/2016

21 517 16/07/2016

22 516 16/07/2016

23 515 16/07/2016
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On 11th July, 2016 our UK Overseas Headquarters 
celebrated their 2nd Foundation Day. Shri S.K. Jain, the 
former ED of our Bank, who happened to be in London, 
graced the occasion.  Shri S.K. Jain, former ED, is seen 
cutting the cake while Shri Brajeshwar Sharma and Dr. 
Anand Kumar look on.

On the eve  of the second anniversary of Antwerp Branch, Belgium, a Customer Meet  was held on 04/07/2016 wherein Shri 
Arun Tiwari, our Chairman & Managing Director  is seen interacting with customers.

The board meeting  at London was held on 06.07.2016.  
Seen (l/r) are Shri Bharat Bhagani, MLRO, Union Bank 
of India (UK) Ltd.; Shri Brajeshwar Sharma, MD & CEO, 
Union Bank of India (UK) Ltd.; Shri Arun Tiwari, Chairman, 
Union Bank of India (UK) Ltd.; Dr. Anand Kumar, Dy. CEO 
& Executive Director, Union Bank of India (UK) Ltd.; Shri 
Patrick Quinn, Non-Executive Director, Union Bank of 
India (UK) Ltd. and Shri John Kerr, Non-Executive Director, 
Union Bank of India (UK) Ltd.
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During his visit to Antwerp Branch, Belgium on the occasion of the branch's second anniversory, Shri Arun Tiwari, Chairman 
& Managing Director, is seen with staff members of the branch.

Atharvana Veda says that “one should procure wealth with one hundred hands and distribute it with one thousand 
.

Yajurveda says that “enjoy riches with detachment, do not cling to them because the riches belong to the public, 
.

Rig Veda, there is also a mention of the “need for the wealthy to plant trees and build tanks for the community 
as it would bring them glory in life and beyond. Let us walk together, Let us talk together, Let our heart vibrate 

.

Kautilya also .

CSR & Islam: Islam had a law called Zakaat which 
the form of donation. 

CSR & Sikhism : Similar to Islam’s Zakaat, Sikhs followed what they called Daashaant.

    Brief History of CSR in India
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Our Bank launches Ucontrol in association with Worldline for mobile based card control

Shri Arun Tiwari, Chairman and Managing 

Director, flanked by  Shri Vinod Kathuria, 

Executive Director, at  the press conference 

held on the occasion of announcement of 

Financial Results for quarter ended June 30, 

2016.

Users can now control usage of multiple credit cards from a single mobile app.  Our Bank in association with 
Worldline, launched "Ucontrol" - a revolutionary way for customers to control credit card usage through 
mobile phones.  Developed by Worldline, this service gives cardholders the power to enable and disable 
transaction channels as and when required.  Shri Gulshan Pruthi, VP-Sales & Marketing, Worldline; Shri 
Vinod Kathuria, our ED; Shri Deepak Chandnani, CEO, South Asia & Middle East, Worldline; Shri Arun 
Tiwari, our CMD; Shri Raj Kamal Verma, our ED and Shri Debjyoti Gupta, our GM, Digital Banking were 

of controlling their credit card usage with a mobile application powered by Worldline.

Our Bank has entered into MoU with PIAGGIO 
Vehicles Pvt. Ltd., an Italian Company, 
manufacturing and selling its two and three 
wheelers  vehicles in India, for financing their 
Light Commercial Vehicles PAN India .  Seen 
here Shri Praveen Nagpal, Vice President, 
PIAGGIO Vehicles Pvt. Ltd. exchanging MoU 
with Shri D. C. Chauhan, our GM in presence 
of Shri Vinod Kathuria, ED.

Keeping the tradition of fore fronting the technological developments, our Bank, in association with NPCI, 

their customers and non-customers on 25.08.2016. At present, the application is available for Android 

based mobile phones and for download on the play store as “Union Bank UPI App”. 
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Shri Arun Tiwari, our CMD, unfurling the national flag on 
the occasion of Independence Day celebrations held at 
Central Office, Mumbai.

Our Bank launched  USSD based *99# mobile application 

on Play Store on Android platform.  Our Bank, in association 

with NPCI, is the first bank to introduce Android based 

mobile application on USSD platform which does not 

require internet connectivity for performing banking 

and other value added services.  APP is available for 

download on the Play Store as Union Bank *99#.  This 

facility can be used widely by all sections of people in the 

country.  As the product is equipped with 10 languages, 

this will bring PMJDY customers into Digital Banking 

fold for satisfying their  banking needs.  It provides basic 

banking transactions such as checking account balance, 

money transfer and MPIN (mobile personal identification 

number) management. It also provides value-added 

services like checking Aadhaar-linked overdraft status 

and PMJDY account overdraft status.
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The first E-Lobby of Udaipur region and fully furnished 
premises of the Shobhagpura Branch, Udaipur were 
inaugurated on 16-07-2016 by Shri Arun Tiwari, CMD and 
Shri Arjun Lal Meena, Honourable Member of Parliament, 
Udaipur in the presence of Shri A K Dixit, FGM.
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On 24-07-2016 Shri  Arun Tiwari, CMD conducted 
the Bhoomi Pooja and laid the foundation stone for 
the  New Hostel  Building  coming up at  Staff College, 
Bengaluru. Seen (l/r)  are  Shri  Arun Tiwari, CMD; Shri 
Kanekal Chandrashekar, FGM, Bengaluru and Dr. K.L. Raju,  
Regional Head, Bengaluru and Shri Atul Kumar, Principal, 
Staff College, Bengaluru.

On the eve of the World Environment Day,  all staff 
members  of Staff College, Bengaluru planted & adopted 
Mango Saplings.  Seen in the picture are Shri  Atul Kumar, 
Principal  &  Shri G.N. Das, Vice Principal, Staff College, 
Bengaluru along with  other staff members  &  their family 
members  and participants attending training programs 
as well.
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Cross-word
Let us play

Across

7. CSR provisions are applicable if turnover of 
company is----------------- thousand crore or 
more during any financial year.

8. Section 135(5) of Companies Act mandates 
spending at least--------------------------- percent 
of average net profit during the three 
immediately preceding financial year on CSR 
activities.

9. Company to which CSR is mandatory should 
appoint a CSR ------------------------------- to 
undertake and monitor CSR activities.

10. For listed company CSR committee should 
consists of ------------------- or more directors 
out of which at least one should be an 
independent director.

12. UBISFT means Union Bank of India ---------------
----- Foundation Trust.

14. UBISFT is functioning from its office at Regional 
Office -----------------------.

16. ----------------- may decide to undertake its CSR 
activities approved by CSR committee.

17. CSR projects or programs or activities 
undertaken in ------------------- only shall 
amount to CSR expenditure.

18. Union Bank of India CSR scheme under which 
a girl child can be adopted by our bank branch 
for supporting her studies from 6th to 12th 
standard is ---------------------------.

20. CSR provisions are applicable if net profit of 
company is Rs------------------- crore or more 
during any financial year.

Down

What is meant by CSR 

1. ----------------------- 

2.  ----------------------- 

3. -----------------------

4. CSR is effective from 1st --------------------------- 
2014.

5.  Section 135(1) of ------------------------- Act 2013 mandates 
the CSR expenditure.

6. CSR provisions are applicable if company having a net 
worth of Rs -------------------------- hundred crore or more 
during any financial year.

11. The systematic evaluation of an organization’s social 
impact in relation to standards and expectations is called 
as --------------------------- audit.

13. UBISFT was established in year two thousand ----------------.

15. The provisions of CSR are applicable to ------------------------- 
company having branch office or project in India and fulfill 
the criteria.

19. In case of foreign company the CSR committee should 
have at least----------------- persons.

4

6

20

2 11 13

9 12

1

14

15 5

18

7

10 3

16

17

19

8

Vishavajeet Kumar
Staff College, Bengaluru
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CABINET SECRETARIAT 

You may seek help of Directorate of Public Grievances (DPG) in resolution of grievances relating 
to Ministries’ Departments and Organisations under its purview in last few years nearly ninety 

percent of the grievances taken up by the Directorate have been resolved favourably.
Please read carefully the conditions listed below before lodging your grievance:

disposed off at the level of Minister of the concerned Department commercial contract a sub-judice case, a case where quas-
judicial procedures and appellate mocha

(a) Ministry of Railways (i) Public Sector Banks

(b) Department of Posts (j) Public Sector Insurance Companies

(c) Department of Telecommunications including 
BSNL and MTNL

(k) National Saving Scheme of Ministry Scheme

(d) Ministry of Urban Development including 
Delhi Development Authority, Land & 
Development Office, CPWD and Directorate of 
Estates

(l) ESI hospitals and dispensaries directly controlled by 
Employees State Insurance Corporation under Ministry of 
Labour and Employment

(e) Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas 
including Public Sector Undertakings

(m) Employees’ Provident Fund Organization

(f ) Ministry of Civil Aviation including Airports 
Authority of India and Affairs of India

(n) Regional Passport Authorities under Ministry of External 
Affairs

(g) Ministry of Shipping Road Transport and 
Highways

(o) Central Government Health Scheme under Ministry of Health 
and Family Welfare.

(h) Ministry of Tourism (p) Central Board of Secondary Education, Kendriya Vidyalaya 
Sangathan, National Institute of Open Schooling, Navodaya 
Vidyalaya Samiti, Central Universities, Deemed Universities 
(Central) and Scholarship Schemes of Ministry of Human 
Resource Development

(q) Ministry of Youth Affairs

Note: You can lodge your grievance 
online on our website:

“http://dpg.gov.in”. You may also 
send your grievance to us by post or 
fax with complete information and relevant documents.

Contact us 
The Secretary, 
Directorate of Public Grievances
2nd Floor, Sardar Patel Bhawan, Sansad Marg, 
New Delhi - 110001 
Tel.: 011-23743139, 011-23741228, 011-23363733 
Fax: 011-23345637, e-mail: secypg@nic.in 
Website: http://dpg.gov.in
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Opinion Gallery
At the outset I thank you very much for sending me copy of Union Dhara June, 2016. The front page itself depicts the colours/flavours of entire Folk culture of our country. It is indeed heartening to note that Sri Haldhar Nag, Lok Kabi happens to be our customer. Interview of Sri A.K .Jain by Sri R.G. Sagar  was excellent.  

In Folk festival 'Paus Mela' of Shantiniketan, West Bengal could have been mentioned because even folk artists from other countries attend this mela. As regards to Neyyapam, same preparation of rice and jaggery is made in eastern India and is called 'Gur Pitha'. 

It is indeed proud moment for all Unionites that our CMD himself is doing Yoga on Yoga Divas on 21.6.2016.  

With all good wishes 

Tapan Kumar Bhattacharjee 
Rtd. Unionite 
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